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Dear Doctor,
I have never commented on bulk filled restoratives before this because I always felt that this class of
materials had many shortcomings. However, I truly understand the need for something to replace the
speed of amalgam placement.
That is why I am very excited to introduce you to Cosmedent’s new Renamel BULKfill, the
“Amalgam of Composite”! This innovative composite combines the speed of amalgam placement
with the impressive physical and esthetic properties of composite. It is both packable and sculptable,
as well as immediately polishable and esthetic.
®

Renamel BULKfill cures to a depth of 4mm in 20 seconds with LED lights, 40 seconds with Halogen
lights. If the restoration is deeper, it can be placed in layers to simulate dentin and enamel placement.
It also has a high degree of radiopacity and can easily be differentiated with an x-ray.
Compared to other bulkfills, we have increased the opacity to enhance the color match to tooth
structure. Esthetically, we have five shades available (A1, A2, A3, A3.5, and B1). Three additional shades,
(B-Zero, C3 and D2) that match the VITA® Classic Shade Guide are coming in the next few months.
Renamel BULKfill addresses the problems of previous bulkfill materials: It is packable, not flowable, it
stays in place, and you can sculpt any anatomy you desire prior to curing, and it stays that way.
Renamel BULKfill’s increased opacity overcomes the mismatch of hyper-transparency. Plus, this
material makes rapid polishing possible.
All these factors make Renamel BULKfill the “Amalgam of Composite”! I hope you enjoy using
Renamel BULKfill as much as I enjoyed helping produce it.
Happy bonding,

Bud Mopper
Co-Founder and Chairman
COSMEDENT, INC.

Bud Mopper, BA, DDS, MS, FAACD
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